Accurate solutions for benchmarking purposes in two-dimensional axisymmetric enclosures with reflective surfaces have been obtained using the Monte Carlo method (MCM) based on the net exchange formulation (NEF). Previous applications of the MCM-NEF have been restricted to multidimensional problems with black boundaries or one-dimensional problems with grey boundaries. Here, the extension to multidimensional enclosures with grey boundaries is presented. The medium is a mixture of H 2 O, CO 2 , N 2 and soot at atmospheric pressure, and its radiative properties are computed using the correlated k-distribution method. Predictions obtained using the discrete ordinates method are included, showing a good agreement with the benchmark MCM/NEF solutions. 
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Introduction
In these last decades, numerous authors have pointed out the importance of radiative heat transfer in combustion systems such as diesel engines, boilers, furnaces, rocket engines and many other practical applications which involve high temperatures and large scales [1, 2] . Only few analytical or quasi-exact solutions are available in the literature for simple geometries such as twodimensional rectangular/axisymmetrical and three-dimensional rectangular enclosures with gray media. Accurate results of multi-dimensional non-gray radiation analysis of real gases is typically lacking. That is mainly due to the unacceptable computing time required by the detailed models of gaseous radiation calculations in multi-dimensions. Considering this state of the art, a first benchmark numerical solution has been proposed recently by Coelho et al. [3] , for two-dimensional black enclosures with non-gray sooting media. The aim of the present paper is to extend this work to enclosures bounded by gray diffuse and specular walls. When using the MCM with a net exchange formulation, it is not possible any more to rely on the physical pictures of photon statistical transport to derive the algorithm. It is required that the algorithm is rigorously justified by a complete formulation work. This was only done with reflexion in [4] for 1D geometries in a way that could not be simply extended to complex geometries. It is therefore the first time that the extension of Net-Exchange MCM to reflexion in any geometry is presented for publication. A new formulation of the MCM-NEF (Monte Carlo-Net Exchange Formulation) involving diffuse and specular walls is detailed in the section devoted to the theoretical methods. The results presented in the last section are useful in evaluating the accuracy of other approximate numerical methods such as the DOM ( Discrete Ordinates method) which remains adequate for most practical applications [5, 6, 7] .
Theoretical methods

The Net Exchange Formulation and the Monte Carlo Method.
The many variants of the Monte Carlo method (MCM) are generally recognized as accurate solution method (see for instance the review of J.R. Howell in [8] ), and are commonly used for benchmark purposes. Most of the techniques are presented as strict numerical implementations of photon transport stochastic models and optimization efforts essentially concern the adaptation of the random sampling procedures [9, 10] . However, these techniques based on standard photon transport formulations frequently appeared to be not efficient and to require very large numbers of statistical realizations for accurate solutions, when optical thicknesses are high, when configurations include hot spots, or at the opposite when temperature differences are small. Recently, numerous research efforts have been undertaken to overcome these difficulties on the basis of optimized formulations [8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 4, 15, 16, 17] . Among such optimization techniques, the MCM-NEF was shown to have many advantages in terms of statistical convergence, but a detailed formulation procedure is strictly required for each extension to new application fields [4, 16, 18] .
The Net Exchange Formulation (NEF) was originally proposed in [19] for monochromatic radiative exchanges in the atmosphere, and later extended in [20] to narrow bands. It has some similarities with the zone method, but it does not require that the surface and volume zones are isothermal. In the field of thermal radiation, the Monte Carlo -Net Exchange Formulation method was firstly applied to one-dimensional enclosures in [14] . In this method, the net radiative heat exchanges between every volume-volume, surface-volume and surface-surface pair are calculated using the Monte Carlo method for the computation of the integrals that appear in the definition of the net radiative exchanges. One of the advantages of the MCM-NEF over the traditional MCM is that it intrinsically satisfies the reciprocity principle and the energy conservation, which allows to bypass convergence difficulties in the quasi-isothermal limit and in the optically thick limit [15] .
The method was extended to two-dimensional Cartesian enclosures with black walls in [16] and to one-dimensional enclosures with reflective surfaces in [4] .A very recent work using this methodology to address optically thick scattering was carried out by Eymet and al. in [18, 21] . Theoretical derivations are presented in sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 that allow MCM-NEF applications to multi-dimensional enclosures with reflective surfaces.
The mathematical formulation.
Let P i be a point within volume V i , and Q 1 be a point on surface S i defined respectively by the position vectors r P i and r Q1 (Figure 1 ). The net radiative exchange between two volumes V i and
, or a volume V i and a surface S j , ϕ (V i ,S j ) , or a surface S i and a volume V j , ϕ (S i ,V j ) , or a surface S i and a surface S j , ϕ (S i ,S j ) , are expressed as follows for black walls and non scattering media:
A shortened notation is adopted for the optical properties κ i , κ j , τ ij where
The Planck function ∆I ij here is the difference of the black body function taken at each point (for instance :
. σ ij is the distance between point P i and point P j .
Considering two volumes V i and V j , the net radiative exchange between them is expressed as a multiple integral on the wave number η and on the considered volumes. In the Monte Carlo method, the integrations are performed by generating a large number of rays, and each ray is defined by a frequency, a first exchange point P i , and a direction u 0 supporting a solid angle ω 0 . This is accomplished in terms of formulation by simple variable substitutions transforming for instance a volume integration over V j into a double integral over solid angle and over the intersecting segment (see Fig. 1 ).
For all the exchanges : Γ j (r P i , u 0 ) = 1 if the optical path intersects the exchange area j (surface S j or volume V j ) and Γ j (r P i , u 0 ) = 0 if not. At this step, still considering an exchange between V i and V j , the volume V j may be intercepted by the generated ray, defining a segment σ 0 (r P i , u 0 )
inside V j . The second exchange point is then chosen on this segment at curvilinear abscissa σ and the exchange is able to be estimated for this ray.
The net radiative heat flux on a surface S i is then obtained by summing all radiative exchanges between surface S i and all other surfaces and volumes of the system:
The radiative heat source for volume V i is similarly:
Generalization of the NEF to multiple reflexions.
Multiple reflexions are now considered in the NEF. New terms appear compared with equations 5,6,7, and 8 in order to take into account the contribution of multiple reflexion rays in the net exchanges ( Figure 2 ).
Exchange between two volumes
The net radiative exchange between two volumes is given by:
ε 1 , ε 2 , . . . , stands for the directional emissivities at the reflexion points in directions
.
are the reflexion phase functions at the successive reflexion points
. For a diffuse reflexion, ε 1 (u 0 ) = ε 1 (independent of direction) and
)/π, and for a specular reflection, ε 1 (u 0 ) = ε 1 and Altogether, the first line represents the contribution to ϕ (V i ,V j ) of all the optical paths between V i and V j without reflexion. The second line represents the contribution of all the optical paths after one reflexion, the third line stands for the contribution after two reflexions, and so on.
The subscript j is employed in κ j , τ ij and ∆I ij for all the terms of equation 11, in each integral, but the reader should be aware that the meanings are different after each reflexion because the corresponding variables are taken at different points in different optical paths.
Exchange between a volume and a surface
Physical considerations are the same as for the exchange between two volumes, except that integration over σ 0 ,σ 1 ,σ 2 (through the volume) is not required : exchanges only occur with surface points. The first line of equation (12) is similar to the equation without reflexion (equation 6) and supplementary contributions are expressed in the following lines, representing respectively the energy exchanged between V i and S j after one, two, . . . reflexions.
The exchanges between a volume and a surface (equation 13) , and between two surfaces (equation 14) given hereafter are obtained in the same way.
Exchange between a surface and a volume
Exchange between two surfaces
The wave number integration is carried out over narrow-bands ∆η according to the Statistical Narrow Band model proposed by Malkmus [22] , using a k-distribution reformulation [23] and a correlated-k assumption for the representation of inhomogeneities [24] . In the correlated-k distribution approach, frequencies are rearranged and the absorption spectrum κ η is replaced with an equivalent spectrum κ g in which κ is a monotonous function of a pseudo frequency g. Practically g is the cumulative of the k-distribution and each frequential integration over a narrow band ∆η is transformed as ∆η dη . . . = ∆η 1 0 dg . . .. The shortened notation κ i τ ij κ j , for instance, now
Then, from equations 11, 12, 13, 14, it yields:
Where N b is the total number of narrow bands. The parameters of the Malkmus model were taken from the database given in [25] for 367 narrow bands of 25cm
width considering a spectral range from 150cm
. The number of narrow bands has been extended to 800 in order to take into account the whole spectral range from 0 to 20000cm
for soot radiation at high frequencies for high temperatures.
Monte Carlo integrations
A Monte Carlo algorithm based on this formulation has been developed with the use of adapted probability density functions (pdf) in order to optimize the number of sampling events and to ensure a fast convergence, especially for optically thick media [15] . For instance, if pdf functions are introduced in the net exchange between two volumes (equation 15), one obtains:
which may be presented as
where W m represents the Monte Carlo weight corresponding to optical paths with m reflexions:
1
Noting that 4π pdf (ω m )dω m ≡ 1 and pdf (σ m )dσ m ≡ 1, which allows to bring forward all integrals as an infinite product corresponding to all potential reflexion events.
In the same way, we can write the expression of
Altogether, any optimized pdf set may be retained. using the same optimized pdf set as in [15] . Statistical uncertainties are systematically associated to each result as for any Monte Carlo integration (see appendix C).
Truncation Error
The net radiative exchange expressions involve infinite sums over surface reflexions. Practically speaking a numerical truncation is therefore required. This truncation is performed here, as in standard MCM algorithms, on the basis of a user-defined required accuracy . The multiple reflexion optical path is constructed considering successive reflexions, until attenuation τ ij is such that contributions of all further reflexions are lower than . The only specific point of MCM-NEF algorithms is that when following a ray, the successive values of ∆I ij (the Planck function difference that appears in W 0 , W 1 , W 2 ,. . . ) are only known when the second exchange point r P i is sampled. The truncation procedure therefore requires that an over-estimate of ∆I ij is introduced, which may be taken as
, where T max and T min are respectively the minimum and the maximum temperatures in the system.
Discrete Ordinates Method
Presently, the discrete ordinates method (DOM) [26, 27] is one of the most widely used radiation models. This is mainly due to the satisfactory accuracy of the model for most practical applications along with its flexibility, moderate computational requirements, and simplicity of coupling with CFD codes. The description of the method may be found in many publications, and therefore it is omitted here. However, the application of the DOM when the radiative properties of the medium are calculated using the CK method is much less common. This has been described in [3] , and a short overview is given below for completeness.
In cylindrical coordinates (x, r, Ψ), the RTE for an emitting, absorbing and non-scattering medium may be written as:
where ξ, β and µ are the direction cosines.
The spatial and the angular discretizations of the RTE follow standard practices of the DOM.
Hence, the spatial discretization was carried out using the finite volume method, yielding the following discretized equation for a direction m in the first quadrant (similar equations may be written for the other quadrants) and for a band of width ∆η l :
In this equation, the cell volume and the area of the cell faces were denoted by V and A, respectively, I 0 η is the mean blackbody radiation intensity over the band, w m is the DOM quadrature weight and the coefficients α arise from the discretization of the third term on the left of Eq. 25, as explained, e.g., in [28] . The directions m ± 1/2 define the edges of angle ∆Ψ associated with direction m. Subscripts i and j identify the control volume, and i + 1/2, i − 1/2, j + 1/2 and j − 1/2 refer to the east, west, north and south cell faces of that control volume, respectively. Subscripts k and l denote the CK quadrature point and the band under consideration. In this work, the cell face radiation intensities were calculated using the CLAM scheme [29] , which is formally second-order accurate and bounded, and a level symmetric SN quadrature.
The total radiation intensity at a control volume is obtained by adding the contributions of all the CK quadrature points in a band, all directions and all bands: (27) where ω k is the CK quadrature weight, N b the number of bands, M the number of directions, and N Q the number of quadrature points in the CK method. There are 7 quadrature points per band and per participating gas; the weighting factors ω k are taken from the database of Ecole Centrale de Paris [30, 25] .
The heat flux incident on the west boundary is calculated as:
Similar equations may be written for the other boundaries. The divergence of the radiative heat flux is obtained from:
Results and Discussion
Description of the test cases
Three radiative heat transfer problems in two-dimensional axisymmetric enclosures involving gas-soot mixtures at atmospheric pressure and gray diffuse reflective walls have been solved. Specular walls have also been introduced and comparisons with diffuse walls calculations have been performed. In the first test case, a homogeneous, isothermal configuration is considered and both the radiative heat source along the centerline of the cylinder and the incident radiative heat flux on the lateral wall are computed. Test case 2 presents a homogeneous, non-isothermal configuration.
The radiative heat source is calculated along the centerline of the cylinder and the net wall heat flux is calculated on the lateral wall. Spectral data for soot and gas are the same as those used in [3] . As soot particle diameters are nanometric, the scattering effect is neglected. A third test case is considered to highlight the effect of considering either diffuse or specular walls.
The level of accuracy of the CK compared to the SNB model has been discussed in detail in our previous publication [3] ; errors due to the use of these two different models do not exceed 1%.
Comparisons between the SNB-CK and the SNB models have already been studied in previous papers [31, 32, 33, 34] . In the configurations that we present here (test case 1 and 2), the SNB-CK and the SNB give solutions in very close agreement; the error between computed solutions by both methods (DOM and MCM) is mainly due to the angular and spatial discretizations of the RTE case is therefore ideally suited to highlight the difference between specular and diffuse walls.
Test case 1
The enclosure is a cylinder of length L = 3m and radius R = 0.5m. The walls are gray with an emissivity ε w = 0.5, and a temperature of 800K. The temperature of the gas is 1800K. The composition of the medium is 20 % H 2 0, 10 % CO 2 and 70 % N 2 at atmospheric pressure and the soot volumetric fraction is f v = 10 control volumes. Two different quadratures were also employed: S8 and S16.
The radiative heat source presents a strong variation for calculation points that are very close to the cold side walls (x = 0 and x = L). Between x 0.5m and x 2.5m, the profile is roughly flat with a heat source of ≈ 500kW.m at the center of the cylinder. The incident heat flux presents also a quite flat profile far from the side walls and decreases with the distance to these walls. Figure 3 shows a minor influence of the spatial discretization on the DOM results in this test case because the medium is homogeneous and isothermal. The accuracy of the DOM is improved with the refinement of the angular discretization. As an indication, the difference between DOM and MCM results was compared at the center point (x = 1.5m) of the cylinder. For DOM-S16 calculations, the heat source was found to be 1.38% less than the MCM results for the coarse grid (2.40% for DOM-S8), and 1.34% less for the finer one (2.19% for DOM-S8). Considering the wall heat flux, a difference of 0.32% was found for DOM-S16 results with the coarse grid (1.31%
for DOM-S8) compared to MCM ones, and a difference of 0.31% for the finer one (1.31% for DOM-S8).
The numerical results associated to the MCM calculations can be found in appendix B (Table   1 ) in order to enable readers to use them for benchmark purposes. Results of DOM calculations for specular walls are not available on this configuration, but a comparison between specular and diffuse walls is presented, using MCM calculations on figure 4.
Test case 2
An axisymmetric enclosure is considered again where the length of the cylinder is L = 1.2m
and the radius is R = 0.3m. The medium is homogeneous, composed of 15% water vapor and 85% nitrogen. The soot volumetric fraction is f v = 10
. The lateral wall is diffuse with an emissivity of ε w = 0.8; the side walls (x = 0m and x = L = 1.2m) are black. The following two-dimensional gas temperature profile is considered:
This means that all the walls have a temperature of 800K except the right wall (x = L), which is maintained at 300K.
The divergence of the radiative heat flux at the centerline of the cylinder is continuously increasing with x, because of the temperature profile of the medium and the surrounding walls, which are maintained at the same temperature. Both the source term and the gas temperature reach the maximum at the immediate vicinity of the cold wall (x = L) (Figures 5(a) and 5(b) ). Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show that the net heat flux is also increasing continuously from x = 0m to x ≈ 1m, and then decreases because of the presence of the cold wall.
As for the test case 1 the calculations are carried out using the DOM for two grids and two angular discretizations and are compared to the MCM results ( Figure 5 ). The DOM results are in excellent agreement with the MCM results for the calculation of the radiative heat source on the centerline of the cylinder; the refinement of the grid seems to have no influence on the results, and the angular discretization has a minor influence. In Figure 5 (c), a discrepancy is observed between the DOM-S8 and the MCM results for the calculation of the net heat flux on the lateral wall. The discrepancy is not observed any more with a finer angular discretization, which suggests that the difference was only due to the ray effect. The MCM numerical results for test case 2 can be found in appendix B ( Table 2 ).The DOM (coarse grid) numerical results are available too in the appendix B (Table 3) at some calculation points. The radiative heat source term and the net heat fluxes are computed by the MCM for diffuse and specular walls and are compared in figure 6 ; the difference between both solution remains marginal.
Test case 3
The geometry (see figure 7) is axisymmetric with a length L = 0.24m and a radius 0.03m. The whole configuration is at a temperature of T = 1500K, except the top of the cylinder at x = 0.24m, which is at 400K. The medium is a mixture of 20% H 2 O, 10% of CO 2 and a volumetric fraction of soot f v = 10
. The walls are black, except the bottom third of the cylindrical wall (from x = 0m to x = 0.08m), which is taken either as black, diffuse or specular (ε = 0.5). The average value of the heat source is computed within a cylinder of same height (between x = 0m and x = 0.08m) and variable radius (between r = 0m and r = 0.03m) to show the influence of the specular reflexion (Figure 8 ). For black and diffuse walls, the average radiative source term is quasi independent of the radius (within the error bars).When the radius is equal to 0.03 (radius of the cylindrical enclosure), the difference between the diffuse and specular reflexion is about 5%, an order of magnitude that is comparable to the differences observed in the preceeding test cases.
When the radius decreases, this difference increases and reaches 20%. This is due to the fact that the reflective surfaces are restricted to the bottom third of the cylindrical surface : with specular properties, no optical path can be found to reach the top cold surface with at least one reflexion.
The average heat source is therefore due to the direct optical paths (without reflexion) only and indeed for small radius, this average radiative source term tends to the value observed for black surfaces. This test case is therefore ideally suited to highlight the difference between specular and diffuse walls.
Conclusion
A Monte Carlo Net Exchange Formulation including multiple reflexions has been detailed and used to solve two radiative heat transfer problems. For all test cases, diffuse and specular reflexions were considered with a medium that is a mixture of H 2 O, CO 2 , N 2 and soot, at atmospheric pressure. A Discrete Ordinates Method has also been used on the two first test cases in order to compare with the Monte Carlo results in the case of diffuse reflexion. Altogether :
• The MCM-NEF has been extended to multidimensional enclosures with reflective, diffuse or specular boundaries.
• Highly accurate solutions are available for the three considered configurations that can be used for benchmarking.
• The DOM-CK method was shown to perform satisfactorily using the S8 quadrature (maximum error of 2.4% for radiative source term and 1.31% for radiative wall heat flux) and to yield very good predictions using S16 quadrature (maximum error of 1.38% for radiative source term and 0.32% for radiative wall heat flux).
A Weights for volume-surface, surface-volume, and surfacesurface exchanges 
C Monte Carlo integration principle and statistical errors
The statistical errors appearing in tables B.1 and B.2 are computed together with the solution according to the standard Monte Carlo integration method which principle is reminded hereafter.
Let us consider the integral I = D f (x)dx. One can always introduce an arbitrary probability density function p defined and strictly positive on the integration domain D and define g(
so that:
Let us now define a random variable X distributed according to p, then g(X) is also a random variable and I is the expectation of g(X), and I will be estimated with N samples of g(X):
The standard deviation of the estimate is σ(< g(X) > N ) = 1 √ N σ(g(X)), where σ(g(X)) is the standard deviation of g(X), and will be approximated as:
The relative errors reported in tables B.1 and B.2 correspond to this standard deviation estimate divided by the integral estimate. Exchange between two volumes in case of reflective walls. Heat source on the axis of a cylinder and radiative flux on the lateral side for test case 1.
Figure captions
Figure 4:
Comparison between a specular and a diffuse wall for test case 1. Heat source on the axis of a cylinder and radiative net flux on the lateral side for test case 2. Comparison between a specular and a diffuse wall for test case 2. 
